
MINUTES OF THE BRAZEAU COUNTY ALTERNATIVE LAND USE SERVICES (ALUS) PARTNERSHIP
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PAC), HELD IN THE BRAZEAU COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, EOC

MEETING ROOM, IN DRAYTON VALLEY, ALBERTA ON THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2021.

D. Movald, Chairperson, called the meeting to order at 9:03 a.m.CALL TO ORDER

IN ATTENDANCE Duane Movald, Chairperson & Member-at-Large
Bart Guyon, Reeve

Henry Hughes, Member-at-Large

Art Goerzen, Member-at-Large

Dallas Ekstrom, Member-at-Large

Lois Gerwien, Member-at-Large

Tonya Lwiwski, Cows & Fish (via GoTo Meeting)
Jessica Rogerson, West-Central Forage Association (via GoTo Meeting)
Mary Ellen Shain, North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance (via GoTo Meeting)
Tony Cowan, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Karen Snethun, ALUS Associate Hub Manager (West) (via GoTo Meeting)
Nancy Chambers, Acting Manager of Agricultural Services

Amber Kynoch, Assistant Agricultural Fieldman/ Recording Secretary

Christine Campbell, ALUS Senior Hub Manager (West)ABSENT

GUESTS none

Anthony (Tony) Cowan, a resource specialist for Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada was introduced to the PAC. He will be an alternate for Darren

Bruhjell.

lINTRODUCTIONS

ADDITIONS AND

ADOPTION OF
THE AGENDA Moved by D. Ekstrom to adopt the agenda as presented.065-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

ADOPTION OF

THE MINUTES Moved by D. Ekstrom to adopt the minutes of the September 8,

2021 ALUS PAC meeting.

066-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

T. Cowan abstained.
CONSIDERATIONS
FOR 2022 Considerations for 2022

N. Chambers spoke about the considerations for 2022 and the ideas the PAC

may have. Members discussed the number of target acres. B. Guyon

mentioned the knowledge of what ALUS is has grown. Members discussed a
200-300 acre target and the discussion moved to a number of projects have
been small in acres, adding that it takes a lot of small projects to reach that
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target. Members further discussed that a lot of applicants are starting small to

assess ALUS and now are coming back to propose more projects. N. Chambers

mentioned that it would be better to have to ask for more money than to have

to give money back. Members then discussed going for a target of 250 versus

going for the full 300 acres. Members also discussed the difficulties of getting

materials in the beginning of 2021, and that might be a factor to keep a lower

target.

N. Chambers discussed the Farmer Liaison position. Members discussed that it

would need to be a person who is not currently a sitting member as they would

have access to information that other members in the PAC do not. Members

also discussed the needed steps with ALUS and Brazeau County to create that

position.

Moved by B. Guyon to receive the Farmer Liaison report for
information.

067-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

N. Chambers discussed fence maintenance and vegetation around the fences

becoming an issue. Members discussed in consensus that work should be

falling to the farmer, and that ALUS is paying the farmer to be the manager of

the project. Members further discussed the stipulations in the contract.

N. Chambers discussed wildflowers/tree mortality and a more generalized

situation of what extent does ALUS support a farmer in these situations.

Members discussed if the participant was involved in the project and of this

was something that could have been prevented or Mother Nature taking

course. M.E. Shain mentioned that there are written reports on survival rates

of specific species. T. Lwiwski asked if Administration or the farmer had talked

to AWES for support. Members then discussed the costs associated with a

consultation from AWES and would the PAC support that. Members

supported the decisions to reach out the AWES for assistance. Members

discussed that if the participant is very invested and involved that it would be

worth while to support improvements. Members discussed that this situation

would need to be reviewed case by case, letting the PAC decide if they want

to support. J. Rogerson mentioned reaching out to other PACs to see if they
have had similar situations. A. Goerzen mentioned that if we don't provide

the information needed to participants then we can't penalize them for the

loss. B. Guyon supported the need for guidance.

T. Cowan left the meeting at 9:42 am.

Moved by H. Hughes to accept the reports for information.068-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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T. Cowan returned to the meeting at 9:45 am.

2022 DRAFT

OPERATING

BUDGET

2022 Draft Operating Budget

N. chambers discussed the draft budget explaining that this is what ALUS PAC

is proposing to Council.

T. Cowan left the meeting at 9:46 am.

Moved by L. Gerwien to accept the budget as presented.069-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

T. Cowan returned to the meeting at 9:48 am.

ALUS BY THE

NUMBERS ALUS by the Numbers

N. Chambers presented the ALUS by the Numbers noting the updates and

changes as project work is completed.

Moved by D. Esktrom to accept the ALUS b the numbers as070-21

presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

DECLARATION OF

CONFLICTS OF

INTEREST D. Movald asked if there are any conflicts of interest, to declare them prior to

discussion the project proposal. No conflicts of interest were declared.

PROJECT PROPOSAL 21E-008

N. Chambers presented the additional information about 21E-008 to the PAC,

explaining the intended use, fencing and the livestock that are using the area.

D. Ekstrom inquired if the landowner would consider any improvements.

Members discussed what distance away from the water the fence ideally

would be, and that there would be a benefit to doing so to keep what is

established in good condition. Members further discussed fencing standards

and if ALUS had anything specifically. Members agreed that fences won't last
to close to the water.

Members concluded that it would be preferred by the PAC that the fence be

as far away from the water as feasible to include the established vegetation

in the protected area.
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Moved by J. Rogerson that the PAC approve a 50% cost-share

for the exclusion fencing costs, as well as annual payment at the

pasture rate of $37.50 per acre for the pasture land area

contained within the exclusion fencing (0.45 acres), and annual

payment at the existing permanent wetland rate of $20 per acre

for the dugout and seasonal wetland area contained within the

exclusion fencing (0.02 acres) for Project 1, File 21E-008, and,

that the PAC approve a 50% cost-share for the solar waterer for

Project 2, File 21E-008.

071-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

20E-004

N. Chambers verbally presented the proposal to apply for an extension. The

participants are in the final stages and are asking to have until October 15,

2021 to finish the job.

Moved by B. Guyon to grant the extension to October 15, 2021.072-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

21E-007

N. Chambers presented that this project originally included a permanent solar

waterer but the participant had concluded that a portable waterer would be

better suited for the grazing plans.

D. Ekstrom left the meeting at 10:13 am.

Members discussed that a portable solar waterer would be more beneficial in

that situation. Members discussed if there is currently any difficulties getting

solar waterers and if that would be an impact to get completed before the

end of the year.

D. Ekstrom returned to the meeting at 10:16 am.

Moved by B. Guyon that the PAC approve a 50% cost-share for

a portable waterer instead of a stationary solar waterer.

073-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

21E-010

N. Chambers presented to the PAC a new project proposal to fence off three

ponds that exist on the property. This would possibly lead to future projects

as the participant wanted to start small scale. The participant would possibly

expand the area out to the east in the future.

Moved by D. Ekstrom that the PAC approve a 50% cost-share for

the fencing costs as well as the annual payment at the pasture

074-21
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rate of $37.50 per acre for the riparian pasture area contained

within the project area (2.62 acres), annual payment at the

existing permanent wetland rate of $20 per acre for the

waterbody contained within the exclusion fencing (0.34 acres),

and annual payment at the existing permanent wetland rate of

$20 per acre for the wetland areas contained within the

exclusion fencing (0.53 acres) for Project 1, File 21E-010.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Project Updates

N. Chambers reviewed the project updates.

PROJECT UPDATES

Moved by B. Guyon to receive the project updates for
information.

075-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

ADMINISTRATIVE

MATTERS 2021 ALUS PAC Meeting Schedule

Members discussed the changing PAC members and to leave the schedule as

is.

Moved by D. Ekstrom to adjourn the meeting at 10:32 a.m.076-21

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

ADJOURNMENT

Nancy Chambers
ALUS CoordinatorVice Chairperson
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